Abusing of the notation, we shall denote with the same symbol the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure generated by a monotone function and the function itself. [Sn\A] C Sm and [S?\A] C S,.
Proof. We know that (see [4]) -Im W h (U iE) i
Im H(u + iE) E dp(2) W(a11, a12) (U + iE) U R2+E
for u E I\A, where H is an analytic function which is real when the argument is real. Therefore we obtain E n sf, c s,, n A.
From this it follows as in

Proof of the theorem. We shall prove first that the set S'-is countable. Let E be the set of limit points of S'-. From Lemma 5 we know that S'-C v(L). Since the spectrum is
Since the points in A are roots of analytic functions it follows that E nl s1 is at most countable.
Since an uncountable set contains always uncountable many of its limit points, (see [15] 
